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terization can be done using previously fabricated cells or be
based on precise transistor level simulation. Hence, it also
possible to characterize designs that use predictive technologies, as for example done by Qing et al. for a 5 nm FinFET
technology [6] and Bobba et al. for a Carbon nanotube technology [7]. However, to the best of our knowledge, there is no
research published on how the results of such analysis can be
feed-back to the process of technology parameter selection.

Abstract –The definition of parameters of integrated circuit
technologies is driven by technological constraints as well as by
intended applications. In case of the latter, opposing criteria, like
design delay, power consumptions and area, have to be considered. Common approaches focus usually on the analysis based on
selected and isolated cells. However, this might not represent the
exact impact of a technology parameter on actual designs. Hence,
this work proposes a flow for the exploration of technology parameter values that considers the application in real designs.
Additionally, the proposed approach allows the comparison of
different technology generation with a reasonable effort. Results
indicate an improvement of the predictions of up to 46 % in
comparison to single cell analysis. Further, the applicability of
the approach is successfully evaluated using a predictive technology based on Carbon nanotubes.

The contribution of this work is the proposal of a flow that
automatizes the exploration of technology parameters using
actual designs. This considerably supports process engineers
in the selection of technology parameters and enables researchers to explore the impact of novel technologies. Further,
this flow allows, with reasonable effort, the comparison of
different technology generations.

Keywords- Standard-cell; Carbon nanotubes; Design space
exploration; Integrated circuit technology;

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
presents preliminary information regarding the applied technologies in this work. Section III introduces the proposed
flow. Section IV describes the simulation environment including the parameters of each technology. Section V presents the
results of the comparison of different technologies, while section VI focuses on the exemplary parameter exploration of a
Carbon nanotube based technology. Finally, section VII concludes this work.

I. INTRODUCTION
Integrated circuit technologies possess a wide range of
technology parameters, like transistor channel length, doping
profiles, or thickness of gate oxide. These parameters are untouchable by the circuit designers, and thus, are the same in all
designs based on that technology [1]. Usually, the choice of
the technology parameter values is mainly driven by manufacturing constraints, such as limitations of the lithography process or characteristics of applied materials. Another impact
comes from intended applications of the technology. For example, a common option of current technologies oriented for
consumer applications are devices with high-performance or
low-standby-power profile [2]. Thereby, devices differ in its
threshold voltage and/or gate oxide thickness.

II. PRELIMINARIES
This section introduces the technologies applied in this
work.
A. Planar Bulk MOSFET
The classical planar bulk Metal Oxide Semiconductor
Field-Effect Transistor (MOSFET) is still a widely applied
transistor type [8]. The n-channel version of a MOSFET is
composed of two n-type semiconductor regions, called source
and drain, which are separated by a region of p-type semiconductor, called substrate. In case of the p-channel MOSFET,
source, drain and substrate regions have opposite doping. A
thin layer of insulating material, called gate oxide, covers the
region between source and drain, while on top of this layer is
located an electrode, called gate. The conductance of the

The selection of the parameter values based on intended
application requires the analysis of how each parameter impacts characteristics of integrated designs, such as delay, power dissipation, and area. Usually, this analysis is done on selected cells that are integrated in a test environment that emulates typical cases, for example a fanout-4 (FO4) load [3, 4].
Standard cell design is an extensively applied methodology
for digital circuit design [5]. In order to enable design analysis
before fabrication, each standard cell has to be characterized
in terms of delay, power consumption, and area. This charac-
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nanotube (CNT), is a nanocylinder composed by a sheet of
Carbon atoms that possesses excellent electrical, thermal, and
mechanical properties. Further, the ultrathin Carbon nanotube
body provides a precise electrostatic control of its conductance. This enables the CNTFET to have extraordinary improvements of the intrinsic delay compared to common
MOSFET technologies [12].
Fig. 2 depicts the basic CNTFET structure. Similar to existing MOSFET technology, CNTFET features drain and
source semiconductor regions as well as a gate electrode.
Drain and source are connected via Carbon nanotubes, which
act as a channel whose conductance is controlled by an electrical field applied over gate and substrate.
A significant advantage compared to other novel nanotechnologies is its compatibility to the conventional MOSFET
fabrication process [13]. That is, source, drain, and gate region
can built by existing manufacturing processes, while only the
CNT region requires a Carbon nanotube grow process. Further, the CNTFET technology offers p-type and n-type devices, which permits the utilization of the CMOS approach.

Fig. 1. Principal architecture of a FinFET

channel between drain and source is controlled by an electrical
field applied over gate and source. Hence, the MOSFET acts
as a switch controlled by its gate voltage.

The current principal problem of CNTFET fabrication is
the control of the CNTs density and chirality. Variations of the
density have considerable impact in the device performance
[11]. Further, uncontrolled chirality can lead to metallic CNTs
that cause source-drain short circuits and increase greatly the
circuit power consumption [13].

B. FinFET
The FinFET technology is the current state-of-the-art technology for integrated circuits [9]. FinFET are part of the group
of multi-gate field-effect transistors, which integrate more
than one gate into a single device [4]. In case of the FinFET, a
thin silicon body, called fin and acting as conducting channel,
is wrapped by the gate electrode (see Fig. 1). Due to the
wrapped gate structure, the electrical control over the channel
is improved leading to high on-to-off current ratio, lower leakage currents, and lower susceptibility to short-channel effects [10].

III.

FLOW FOR EXPLORATION OF TECHNOLOGY PARAMTER

This section presents a methodology for exploring the values of parameters of technologies for integrated circuit design.
This includes the design of standard cells libraries, its characterization, and the exploration of technology parameter values
based on representative designs.
A. Origin of the approach

C. Carbon nanotubes Transitor

Choosing appropriate technology parameters is an important step before applying a new technology for integrated
circuits. Thereby, a wide range of optimizations of a vast
amount of parameters is possible. Thereby, technological constraints, for example minimum distances or lithography limitations, as well desired circuit characteristics, such as delay or
power dissipation, have to be considered. In case of the latter,
usually single cells are simulated under standard conditions,
for example a fanout-4 load and predefined signal probabilities. However, these simulations cannot represent the actual
use of the cells within real designs. Hence, there is a certain
imprecision regarding the prediction of the impact of technology parameter values in final applications.

The Carbon nanotubes field-effect transistor (CNTFET) is
one of the most promising potential successors of the
MOSFET transistor [11]. Its base component, the Carbon

The fundamental idea of the proposed flow is the analysis
how a technology parameter affects integrated designs and
feed-back this information to the parameter selection process.
Thereby, each parameter modification is integrated in a standard cell library, which is automatically characterized and utilized for synthesis of benchmark designs.

Fig. 2. Principal architecture of a Carbon Nanotubes Field-Effect Transistor
(CNTFET).
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B. Proposed
P
Flow
w
The
T initial steep of the flow
w is the develo
opment of thee circuit representationn of the elemeents of the staandard cell libbrary.
o the simulaation environm
ment,
Thiss step includees the set-up of
whicch enables funnctional tests and extractio
on of cell parrameters. Further, typiical load and timing charaacteristics are estimateed in order to define paraameters for the look-up taables
applied in later ceell characterizaation.
Hereafter,
H
a seet Φ = {Xi | i = 1…N} of th
he N most siggnificant technology pparameters Xi is generated and
a the appliccable
ue ranges for eeach Xi is esttimated. This study is baseed on
valu
paraametric analyssis exploring the
t impact of the
t chosen paarameterss on the charaacteristics of basic
b
cells, forr example Inveerter,
NAN
ND2, and FlipFlop. Of maain interest are
a delay, areea, as
well as dynamic and leakage power
p
consum
mption. The l imits
of th
he ranges of the technologgy values must be chosen such
that fabrication iss possible andd that any inccrease or decrrease,
respectively, has nno further siggnificant posittive impact onn any
he characteristtics.
of th
Next,
N
the iteraative process of
o the technology parameteer exploraation is startedd. Initially, tyypical parametter values are chosen and all cells of the libraryy are characterized, that iss the
mation of inpput slope andd load depen
ndent propaggation
estim
delay
ys and outpuut slopes, poower consump
ption, and tim
ming
consstraints in casee of sequentiaal cells. The results
r
of the ccharacterrization are sttored in a file format that caan be read byy synthesiis tools, such as the Libertyy Format [14].
Next,
N
the geneerated cell librrary is applied
d for the synth
thesis
of representative
r
benchmark designs. Thee selection off the
desig
gns should bee driven by futture applicatio
ons of the techhnology and contain a wide range of
o combinatio
onal and sequeential
gns of low annd high compllexity. Subseq
quently, all cirrcuits
desig
are characterized
c
in terms of deelay, area, and
d power consuumption..
In
I order to expplore the techhnology param
meters, the parrameter Xi of the pre-cchosen parameeter set Φ is modified
m
follow
wing
equaation (1):

Xi  Xi 

X i  xi
, xi  xi ,min , xi ,max , X i  
2

(1)

with
w xi,max andd xi,min are the maximum
m
and
d minimum vaalues
of th
he parameter.
Next,
N
the entiire standard cell
c library ch
haracterizationn and
bencchmark synthhesis is re-perrformed in orrder to verifyy the
influ
uence of the seelected param
meter.
The
T evaluationn of the influeence of the paarameter modiification is based on the figure off merit F. Theereby, the rellative
nges of princiipal design paarameters, thaat is maximum
m dechan
lay tdelay, dynamiic power connsumption Pdyyn, leakage p ower
a weighted. This estimatiion is
conssumption Pleakk, and area A, are
donee over the sum
m of all chosenn benchmark designs, follow
wing
equaation (2):

Fig. 3. Design, chara
acterization and e xploration flow
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TABLE I.

4

(2)

with φ and γ are the weighting factors defined by the designer. Further, and Pdyn,i,init, Pleak,i,init, tdelay,i,init, and Ai,init indicate the initial parameter values of each design. It is desired
that all principal design parameters decrease. Hence, a reduction of F for the chosen technology parameter values of the set
Φ indicates an improvement.

SELECTED PARAMETER VALUES FOR BULK CMOS
TECHNOLOGY PTM32

Parameter
Lch
Wmin
VDD

Technology
PTM32
PTM22
32 nm
22 nm
64 nm
44 nm
1.0V
0.9V

and the proposed flow. All applied technologies are based on
predictive and freely available models.
1) Bulk CMOS
The applied Bulk CMOS technology is based on the predictive technology models PTM for high performance [17],
which is based on the BSIM4 spice model [18]. The feature
sizes 32 nm and 22 nm, named PTM32 and PTM22, have been
implemented. Table 1 lists the most important technology
parameters, which are channel length Lch, minimum width
Wmin, and supply voltage VDD.

The analysis of each technology parameter Xi starts with
an increase, that is xi,x = xi,max in equation (1). The parameter is
changed until F is not decreasing any more. Then, the value of
Xi that resulted in the best F is stored as Xi,best, and Xi is set to
its initial value Xi,0. Next, the analysis with decreasing Xi is
started. This analysis is continued as long as F is reduced.
Afterwards, Xi is set to the value Xi,best and the next technology
parameter of the set Φ is chosen as well as analyzed following
the same procedure until no improvement of F is achieved.
The flow stops after analysis of all technology parameter of
set Φ.

2) FinFET:
The applied FinFET technology is based on the predictive
technology models PTM-MG for multi-gate devices [4],
which are based on the BSIM-CMG spice model [19]. The
feature size 10 nm with the high performance (HP) and low
leakage (LL) versions have been implemented and named as
FINFET10-HP and FINFET10-LL. Table II lists for each
technology version the most relevant parameters, including the
effective oxide thickness (EOT) and the drain induced barrier
lowering parameter (ETA0).

IV. SIMULATION ENVIRONMENT
This section presents the simulation environment that enables the verification of the proposed flow. Further, the parameters of the applied current and future technologies are detailed.

3) CNTFET

A. Characterization

As stated in the section II, Carbon nanotube transistor
(CNTFET) is a promising technology for future integrated
circuits. There is still no widely accepted completely analytical spice model, though, as this technology is still under development. Hence, this work applies the semi-empirical Stanford University Virtual Source CNFET VerilogA model that
describes the current-voltage and charge-voltage characteristics of a short-channel CNTFET [20]. This model proved to
have good accuracy as it considers gate resistance and capacitances, Schottky Barrier Effects, as well as parasitics on the
Carbon nanotubes, source and drain [20]. The model is hierarchical and composed by three layers of abstraction.

The characterization of each cell can be done by comercial
tools like Synopsys SiliconSmart [15] or open-source programs like LIBFILL [16]. Initially, the characterization environment must be configured. This configuration includes the
set-up of the ranges for capacitive loads and input signal
slews, operating voltages and temperature, logic voltage levels, and the thresholds values for the calculation of cell delay
and transition times. Further, convergence parameters as well
as cells specific characterization table values must be defined.
The created simulation environment applies the software
SiliconSmart. Propagation delays are defined as the time intervals between input and output signals cross 50 % of VDD.
The transition times are defined as the time a signal requires to
transit from 10 % to 90 % and 90 % to 10 % of VDD for rising
and following slopes, respectively. The ranges of the capacitive loads are set to 1X – 30X of the input capacitive load of
the minimum inverter of the technology and feature size. The
range of the transitions times of the input signal is set to 1X –
5X of the FO4 the transition times of a minimum inverter of
same technology and feature size.

TABLE II.

SELECTED PARAMETER FOR APPLIED FINFET
TECHNOLOGIES

Technology
FINFET10-HP
FINFET10-LL
Parameter
Lch
14 nm
14 nm
P/N*
1x1
1x1
VDD
0.75 V
0.75 V
Fin height
21 nm
21 nm
Fin width
8 nm
8 nm
EOT
0.68 nm
0.88 nm
ETA0
0.6778
0.4079
* Ratio of the PMOS and NMOS devices in the unit inverters

B. Technologies
Several current and future technologies were integrated in
order to verify the applicability of the simulation environment
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TABL
LE III.

Para
ameter
Wgate
Lch
Lss
Ldd
Ntubes
t

SELEC
CTED PARAMETER
R FOR APPLIED CN
NTFET TECHNOLLOGIES

Feature siize dependent
Descrip
ption
Gate width
w

TABLE IV.

Wg
Lch, Lss, Ldd
Ntubes
VDD

Typical V
Value
3a

Channel length
l
Dopped CNT sourcee-side extension
n
region leength
Dopped CNT drain-side extension
n
region leength
Num
mber of nanotuubes in a device

2a

Piitch
Disttance
Tu
ubes
den
nsity
Tox
Lgeff
Csub
Efi

CNT
TFET32
488 nm
322 nm
10
1..0 V

CNTFET222
33 nm
22 nm
7
0.75 V

2a

B
Designs
D. Benchmark

2a

The
T applied benchmark
b
deesigns in this work are a mix
m of
com
mbinational deesigns (c19088, c2670, c35
540, c499, c55315,
c755
52), taken fro
om the ISCASS benchmark suite [21], annd sequen
ntial designs (b01 and bb05) of the ITC99
I
benchhmark
suitee [22].

(Wgate/Pitcch)-1

Feature size independent
dCNT
C

PARAMETERS FOOR EACH FEATURE
E-SIZE CNFET CE
ELLS

Tubes diaameter
Distaance between thhe centers of tw
wo
adj
djacent CNTs within
w
the same
devicce
Disstance betweenn the corners of
two adjacennt CNTs

1.5 nm
m

T
Tubes density in
i the device

250 CNT
T/µm

m
4 nm

V.

S
RESULTS

This
T section presents
p
the coomparison of the
t performannce of
the implemented
i
technologies.

2.5 nm
m

A. Technology
T
Comparison
C

Thickkness of high-kk top gate dielecctric matterial
T
Meann free path in thhe intrinsic CNT
chaannel region duue to non-ideal
elastic scaattering.
Cooupling capacittance between
cchannel region and
a substrate
D
Thee Fermi level off the doped S/D
nanotuube.

4 nm
m

A remarkable option of thee proposed flow
w is the possibility
to co
ompare with reasonable
r
efffort the perforrmance of diffferent
tech
hnologies baseed on implemeentations in actual designs.. Further, the flow permits the appliication of diffferent kind of technolo
ogy models, like SPICE, cirrcuit level, or VerilogA.

200 nm
m
200 nF
F

All technolog
gies presentedd in the prev
vious section have
been
n analyzed by the propossed flow. Forr each benchhmark
desiign have been
n determined the maximum
m delay (tdelay),
) the
dynaamic power consumption (Pdyn), and the
t leakage power
p
(Pleaak). Further, th
he power-delay
ay-product (PD
DP), the produuct of
max
ximum delay and
a dynamic ppower consum
mption, was calcuc
lated
d. In order to
o facilitate thhe comparison
n, all results were
norm
malized in relaation to the PT
TM32 technollogy.

0.6 eV
V

Table
T
III lists the most releevant parametters and its tyypical
valu
ues taken from
m [6] and [12], separating
g feature sizee depend
dent and indeependent paraameters. The analysis has been
execcuted for thee features sizzes 32 nm an
nd 22 nm, naamed
CNT
TFET32 and C
CNTFET22, whose param
meters are listeed in
Tablle IV.

Fig.
F 4 depictss the compariison of the PD
DP values over all

C. Standard
S
cell L
Library
The
T applied sstandard cell library contains a basic s et of
com
mbinational andd sequential cells
c
(see Tab
ble V). Furtheer, all
com
mbinational ceells are realizzed with two different ssizes.
Therreby, the cell sizing is based on the inv
verter cells, i.ee. all
cellss have same drriving strengthh as the invertter with same size.

TAB
BLE V.

LIBR
RARY CELLS AND SIZES

Combiinational Cellss
Inverter
AND
D2, NAND2
OR
R2, NOR2
MUX21
XOR2

Sizes
1x, 2x
1x, 2x
1x, 2x
1x, 2x
1x, 2x

Sequ
uential Cells
DF
FF with RS

1x

Fig. 4.
4 Comparison of
o Power-Delay-PProduct (PDP) of
o selected technoologies
relateed to the PTM32 technology
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ogy results in slightly higheer delays than
n CNTFET32. This
nolo
b explained w
with the fact th
hat the characcterisobseervation can be
tics of CNTFET depend less oon the channeel length, but more
he amount of CNTs and thee CNT diametter [7, 12].
on th
T results for
The
fo the leakagge power con
nsumption inddicate
that only design
ns realized inn the bulk CMOS
C
technoology
PTM
M22 and the high perfformance Fin
nFET technoology
FIN
NFET10-HP have
h
higher le
leakage than their counterrparts
realiized in PTM3
32 (see Fig. 6)
6). Further, thee low leakagee FinFET
T technology FINFET10-LL
F
L outperformss all other technologiees, including CNTFET.
C
I order to verify the differrence between
n an analysis ssolely
In
baseed on a singlee cell and on actual design
ns, the averagge parameter values off all designs w
were calculated
d for each technology version and related to thee PTM32 tech
hnology. Next, the
paraameters PDP, tdelay, and Pleaak were estimaated for an invverter
in FO4
F
nd again relatted to
configuraation in all tecchnologies an
the PTM32 techn
nology. The results of this comparisonn are
show
wn in Table VI.
V It can be noted that thee relation amoongst
the values
v
me as amongsst the
for a FO4
F inverter aare not the sam
desiigns for diffeerent technoloogies. For ex
xample, whilee the
anallysis of a FO4
4 inverter in thhe PTM22 tecchnology indiicates
a deelay decrease of
o 16 %, the ddesign analysis revealed a reeduction of 32 %.

Fig. 5.
5 Comparison oof maximum delay (tdelay) of selected technologies rrelated
to thee PTM32 technoloogy

techn
nologies, wheereas lower vaalues indicate better results.. The
PDP
P is a commoonly applied in
ndicator as itt combines tw
wo of
the most
m
significaant parameterrs of today’s integrated cirrcuit.
An interesting
i
asppect is here th
hat both param
meters usuallyy are
oppo
osing, that is the reduction of one leads to the increaase of
the other.
o
The reesults show th
hat all technologies improvve in
relattion to PTM332. Further, alll designs reaalized in CNT
TFET
techn
nologies outpperform their counterpartss realized in bulk
CMO
OS or FinFET
T technologies. The compaarison betweenn the
LL) version oof the
high
h performancee (HP) and lo
ow leakage (L
FinF
FET technologgy reveals thatt the former leeads to better PDP
valu
ues.

T comparison in Fig. 7 sshows that forr PDP and tdellay the
The
m the
resu
4 inverter difffer between 11 to 46 % from
ults of the FO4
nalysis. In caase of
averrage results estimated
by tthe design an
e
r
of FO44 and
leak
kage, the maxiimum differennce between results
nsequently, it can be conclluded
desiign analysis is 33 %. Cons
that the proposed
d flow allowss a consideraable more acccurate
chnology param
meter comparred to
estim
mation of the impact of tech
a co
ommon analysis on single ceells.

is presentted in
The
T comparisoon of the maximum delay tdelay
d
Fig. 5. As expectted, all technoologies show a decrease oof the
maximum delay in comparisoon to PTM32. Further, thee HP
c
ffaster
version of the FinnFET technoloogy leads to considerably
desig
gns than the LL one. Surpprisingly, the CNTFET22 ttech-

AMTER EXPLO
ORATION FOR CNTFET
C
VI. PARA

This
section presents
p
the rresults of the application oof the
T
posed parameeter exploratioon flow for a Carbon nanootube
prop
ET) technologgy.
transistor (CNTFE
A. Parameter
P
Seleection
According
to [11], an increease of the diameter dCNT oof the
A
xponential inccrease
otubes within a CNTFET lleads to an ex
nano
he OFF curreent, while thee ON current increases lineearly.
of th
s
Thiss turns the diameter to a kkey parameterr to balance speed
TABLE VI.
AVERAGE DESIGGN PARAMTERS (F
FLOW) AND CELLL
TED TO PTM32 TE
ERS (FO4) RELATE
ECHNOLOGY
PARAMETE

Flo
ow
PD
DP

FO4
PDP

Flow
tdelay

FO4
tdelayy

Flow
Pleak

F
FO4
Pleak

CN
NTFET32

1.00
0.60
0.19
0.27
0.10

1.00
0.68
0.23
0.35
0.12

1.00
0.68
0.32
0.51
0.17

1.00
0
0.84
4
0.44
4
0.64
4
0.32
2

1.00
2.28
2.37
0.01
0.21

11.00
1
1.75
1
1.93
0
0.01
0
0.23

CN
NTFET22

0.05

0.06

0.18

0.31
1

0.08

0
0.12

PTM32
P
PTM22
P
FINFFET10‐HP
FINFET10‐LL
Fig. 6.
6 Comparison of leakage power consumptio
on (Pleak) of sselected
techn
nologies related too the PTM32 techhnology
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tdelay vs. tdelayy@dCNT = 2 nm
m
6.0
0

4.0
0

2.0
0

0.0
0
1

b01

Fig. 7.
7 Difference bettween average paarameter data of all
a design and datta of a
FO4 inverter
i

1.25

b05
5

c1908

1.5
2
dCNT
[nm]
C
c2
2670

c3540

3

c499

4

c5315
5

8 Maximum de
esign delay tdelaay for different diameter dCNT of the
Fig. 8.
nanotubes related to th
he results for dCNNT = 2 nm.

and leakage pow
wer consumpttion. Hence, the proposedd approaach was applieed to explore the impact off this parameteer on
actual designs in tthe CNTFET222 technology.

u
tractted values thee merit factorr F could be determined using
equaation (2). Thee results indicaated a deterio
oration of the technolo
ogy, as F increeased from 322.5 to 103.0. Thus,
T
dCNT andd Ntube
weree set to 1.5 nm
m and 7, respeectively. This resulted in a better
b
valu
ue for F, which
h decreased too 20.6. In the next step, dCNNT and
Ntubee were set to 1.25 nm andd 8, which inccreased F to 28.4.
Thu
us, the estimated best value for dCNT is 1..5 nm, which compliess with values known from tthe literature [7,
[ 11].

As
A can be noteed in Table IIII, several geo
ometric param
meters
of CNTFET
C
impaact each otherr, such as the diameter dCNTT and
the distance
d
betw
ween the nanootubes if a co
onstant metal gate
widtth Wgate is assuumed.
During
D
execuution of the flow, a con
nstant distancce of
2.5 nm
n and a connstant Wgate off 33 nm have been defined.. The
initiaal parameter value for dCNT
was set to
o 2 nm, follow
wing
C
recommendationss of the literatture [7, 11], which
w
results in a
otube amount Ntube of 8. Folllowing simullations on inveerter,
nano
NAN
ND2, and FlippFlop cells inndicated an adequate
a
rangee for
dCNTT of dCNT,min = 1 nm and dCNTT,max = 4 nm.

C. Analysis
In
I the following, the obseerved behavio
or undergoes a detaileed analysis. Fiig. 8 depicts tthe maximum
m design delayys for
diffeerent diameter of the nanootubes related
d to the resultts for
dCNTT = 2 nm. It can
c be noted that the relaation of the reesults
amo
ongst combinaational (cXXX
X) and sequen
ntial designs (bbXX)
is veery similar. Further, the ressults indicate that for wideer but
less nanotubes thee tdelay is not aaffected.

B. Exxploration Floow
The
T
design pparameters maximum
m
delaay tdelay, dynnamic
pow
wer consumptioon Pdyn, and leeakage power consumptionn Pleak
havee been chosenn for the exploration of the technology
t
paarameter dCNT. The reelated weightiing factors φ and γ have been
h was set to 11.5 in
equaalized to 1, with exception of γleak which
ordeer to compensaate the exponeential relation
n between Pleakk and
CNT
T diameter [7, 11].

Fig.
F 9 shows the dynamic power dissip
pation for diffferent
diam
meter of thee nanotubes related to the resultss for
dCNTT = 2 nm. It can
c be observved that comb
binational and sequen
ntial designs behave slighhtly different from each other.
o
Thiss is based on the
t FlipFlops w
which have high impact onn both
sequ
uential designs. However, iit can be conccluded that thhe dynam
mic power con
nsumption doees not changee much. This is an
expeected behavior as the gate w
width is kept constant.
c

Based
B
on the parameters defined
d
in thee previous subbsection,, the initial sttandard cell liibrary was ch
haracterized. N
Next,
this library was aapplied for syynthesis and characterizatio
c
on of
b
deesigns. With the
t initial vallues for maxim
mum
the benchmark
delay
y, dynamic ppower consum
mption, and leakage power consump
ption at handd, dCNT was inncreased following equationn (1)
to dCNT = 3 nm, w
which resultedd in a new naanotube amoun
unt of
matized proce ss of
Ntubee = 5. Subsequuently, the coomplete autom
stand
dard cell librrary characterrization, synth
hesis, and beenchmark
k design anallysis was exeecuted again. Based on thee ex-

Fig.
F 10 illustrates the leakaage power dissipation for differd
ent diameter of the nanotubbes related to
t the resultss for
garithmic axiss, the
dCNTT = 2 nm. As can be notedd by the log
leak
kage power co
onsumption cchanges very strongly, whiich is
expeected as the reelation betweeen Pleak and dCNT is known to be
expo
onential [7, 11
1].
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